
   

     

  Anniversary Gift: Connoisseur
 

£60.63 £54.86
OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Anniversary Gift designed to be an appropriate way of sending a
message of Anniversary Wishes for a wide spectrum of potential
Anniversary Dates. If you're seeking Anniversary Gift Ideas, then our
Connoisseur Hamper may be an unusual, yet meaningful way of
celebrating the special day.

  Product Options
 
   Gift Card Choice (Any One)

          General + £0.00

          Silver (25)  + £0.00

          Pearl (30) + £0.00

          Ruby (40) + £0.00

          Gold (50) + £0.00

          Diamond (60) + £0.00

Details
 
Anniversary Gifts are difficult to buy. They are either only specific to the big Anniversaries which come around every ten years or they only refer
to marriages. However there are many other types of Anniversaries and as a general rule, they are poorly catered for. In terms of ideas for what
to send as an Anniversary Gift, we created the Anniversary Connoisseur Hamper. We use The Finest Products, Appropriate Personalisation and
Professional Delivery, not just ensuring the gift is assembled perfectly, but that it stays that way on its journey to its destination. Although the
Connoisseur term is more frequently used to describe afficionados of great tasting ability, we've taken the word to bring specific focus to the
traditional tea and coffee gift basket design. We've selected Black Tea-bags, Coffee-Bags and then we've gathered in lots of wonderful types of
dunking biscuits, which are perfect for going with them. We've rounded off this Anniversary Gift with a Ceramic Inspirational Message Mug and
hand-drawn mini Happy Anniversary Iced Cake. We've placed a special emphasis in this gift hamper on our great tasting Tea and Coffee Bags. We
hope that if we've got it right, then the Connoisseur's Anniversary Gift reviews will be overwhelmingly positive in the years to come.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Patton's Bakery Chocolate Cake 400g
Killbeggan Original Irish Oat Cookies 200g
Holmes Honeycomb Bars 200g
Rhythm 108 Lemon & Ginger Tea Biscuits 135g
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Lily O'Briens Creamy Caramel & Sea Salt Chocolate Pouch 120g
Sweet Boutique Caramel Lollipop 50g
Lismore Dark Chocolate Apple Sticks 25g
Brownlees Rhubarb & Ginger Jam 227g
Sendero Guatemala Coffee 250g
SD Bell 10 Speciality Tea Bags
Presentation Wrapped Open Fabric lined Wicker Gift Basket
Decorated with golden silk ribbon and with Anniversary message ribbon
With Anniversary Greetings card for your personalised message
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